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Abstract
failure damping rings for linear colliders will need to have very small ver
tical equilibrium cniittnnccs. In the limit of law beam current, the vertical
cmittanre is primarily determined by the vertical dispersion and thr beta
tron coupling. In this paper, the contributions to these effects from random
misalignments are calculated and tolerances arc derived to limit the vertical
omittance with a 9u% confidence level.

1.

Introduction

Future damping rings for linear colliders will need to achieve very small vertical c<|uililiriiim
emitunte*. In the limit of low beam current, the vertical omittance is primarily determined by
the vertical dispersion and, the betatron coupling. It is standard to estimate tolerance* to limit
these effects from the expected value of the vertical cmittnncc. But, the cmittnnre due to any
given set of errors can deviate substantially from this expected value. Thus, in Ibis paper, we
calculate the distribution density of the emittance assuming a gaussian distribution of errors.
This will be used la determine the variation of the cmittance about the expected value in an
ensemble of machines having the name rroa alignment tolerances. In particular, we will use the
distribution density of the emittance to calculate rim alignment tolerances that will limit the
emittancc with a J>5% confidence.
In the next section, we will describe (he beam cmittancc and then list the effect of lite ver
tical dispersion and the betatron coupling. Since we are considering a weakly coupled machine.
aur expressions will differ slightly from the more common expression!!. Then, in Section S, we
will evaluate the expected vatue <f (he emittancc due to random errors. Finally, in Section 4,
we calculate the distribution density of the value of the omittance and the location of the 95%
confidence point,

2,

Emittance

A particle beam consist* of particles distributed in G-diincnsional phase npare. When the
beam is uncoupled, the mis vertical emittance is simply given by:

But, when the beam is rouplcd, through cither vertical dispersion ot transverse K-talion cou
pling, the normal modes of oscillation rotate from the horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal
planes. In weakly coupled t* ft~ rings, this coupling has two effects: it increases the pro
jected vertical cmittauce. the larger horizontal and longitudinal emittaticcs are projected into
the vertical phase space, and it couples (lie "vertical" normal mode cmittaiice to the synchrotron
radiation noise, leading to an increase in the normal mode emitlancc
The projected cmittnnn; depends upon the coupling and can fluctuate from point to point
around the ring while the «juilil)ritim normal mode emiltance is invariant. In a. damping ring.
the normal mode emitlance is the more relevant quantity since, in theory, the beam ran be
fully uncoupled after it is extracted from the ring; in this case, the vertical cmitlnnce equals
"vertical" normal mode emiUante. Thus, we will only consider this normal made cmrllance.
hereafter.
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Tlir vcrlirii) dispersion JrKi-ril»-!< fouling Iwi»'•-*'« the vertical phase space .intl tlt»- vnerfiy
Aviation. Tims, it directly ciii|>les the vert kid plane to (In- energy NiKi Millions due. to the.
synchrotron rndiiitbii In the limit of we;ili tniTisvcr-.e. diiiiiliti£, t hi- "vertical" normal mode
eniittaiice is nearly aligneit to i!•••- »-riicn! plane and wc ran ncfil.vi the rotation. In tliis cose.
tin- ••ifiilllltrtilllt "^rnKiil" rmiMnnr- due lo the Vrrth'al dispersion i*
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where W is tlif dispersion invariant:
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and C, = S5ft/(32\^tw*| s= 3 81 x i r r " meter. 0 is the inverse lx-mling radii of tKe bond
ningjicts (7 = f'iji/j'a, and .7K is the u-riicnl damping partition. Tor n ring in the horizontal
plane J = I; in the limit of weak coupling. (In- th-inge in J« din; lu errors is negligible.
Ill addition, tin* betatron coupling roiiplcs the "vertical" omittance to the synchrotron
radiation r.oise via tlie horixoiil.il dispersion, lu the UmiL of wenk coupling, i.e., when far from
the coupling resonances, this loads l» mi increase in tin- "vertical" normal mode omittance that
can be expressed:
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Here, ^ = </t]y—A'I), the sum, over ± denotes usimiovcr both the 4- term (sum resonance) and
tile — tenn (difference resonance) while AH+ = i + i> Atid iAf- — i' - i' . mid (lit: operator 9}
yields I he teal portion of the expteftiicill.
At this paint, we should note that Eq. (-1) iliHcra from oilier expressions fur the eimttatice
due to betatron coupling, ' There are two reasons for this; first, we have considered tin- twe fur
from the coupling resonances. It is common (o rnh'ulate the coupling <'»e((trieiits l>y considering
the fouricr components at the sum and difference resonances. This in not valid in our cose since
we have assumed that one is far from rcscjiuiiice, In Ihis crwe, tin* coupling coefficients <J±(.s)
depend upon s much as the cloud ochit dor > In fact, lite real purl of Q±/s\n nAn± has exactly
tbe same form as the vertical dispersion or tin: closed orhil hut wiih a phase advance of V' ±V'
insu-ud of t'v- Similarly, tire imaginary portion of f?±(«)/sin Jiiii'i in IHITIIORODS to ((9 i/ + o tj).
Thus, [Qi-|-y sin T A ^ ± is completely analogous lt> "H .
Second, we have wriKcn the ejtpressifiii Ki|. (-1) in a form similar to Kij. (2), l)ii> omittance
due to tin; vertical dispersion. This explicitly shows llml l ho i>milt:>nre IIPIU'IKIB ii|>nii I lie avcrnRe
of the coupling in all of the heiioing inagiieis and hu; iiiiplieiilionn for citrreclion of the rmittaiice.
In theory, one can fully uncouple (lie l>e-m nt a specifieil lorali'm «nli four independent skew
iiuadruuolrc. Dill, to fully rorrrrL Ihe emillanre routriluitioii fiinii tie- bt't.itron conptiriK in
an r*/(•" machine', one needs to correct the coupling nt evtrg heading magnet; 2 this is much
harder to do!
Finally, ive need to examine the independence of the two itrooesKes 'li/scriliud by Kqs. (?)
and (•!). The chniife in the vertir.il helniron motion due to I lie emission of a photon ran be
written:
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to7fro. Obviously, this will not l>e true aL any one locMiou, hut, because rj, if. roughly constant
while fy and the coupling terms (due to random errors) will oscillate with pi-rinds of roughly c
and i t ± v , tlie average: of tin* coefficients around the ring will be zero. Thus. iL is completely
valid to trcal the effects independently and the emit tariff- contributions of E(|s ['2) and (1) just
add.
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3.

Expected Values for Random Errors

We can quickly evaluate- Eqti. (2) and (4) In calculate the expected value of ihi- viuittaiice
due LO random (gaussian) coupling errors; the (-fleet of closed orhit errors is more cumplical-d
and is discussed inttef.2. Assuming random quadrupole rotations and random vrriir.il soxttipole
misalignments, we find

and
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Notice that in En. (8), the mm of l/sirr * ( c ± t> ) has been written in terms of eos'Jyi',
and ca&iri/y and we have simplified the expression with the equilibrium horizontal omittance.
In addition, notice that the cross term!) have been not included in K<|. (8); these terms add
contributions that are at least \/2wu , smaller than the contributions from the individual
resonanccH and thus they will be neglected in all future calculations.
These expressions Tor the expected values have been derived repeatedly over the years.
Estimates of the dispersion due to random errors dates back to some of the original work in tint*
field arid Eq. (8) h the same as that used in llcf. C.
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4.

Distributions and Tolerances

In Section 3, w« have listed tlio txptcttd values of the vertical emit lance Naively, one could
simply invert these equations to solve for alignment tolerance.* hut the eiuittniico due to any
specific set of errors could deviate hubstanliully from this cxpretetl value, Thus, when specifying
tolurancpR, one should include ft "confidence level" (Ch); this is the probability that, given the
specified tolerances, any specific machine will be Irss titan the design limit. Typically, one wants
lo specify a latge CL se. thai there is a small probability of extending tin- design limit, hi this
section, we will calculate Ihn location of the !)!>% CI. as a function of the expected value.
Calculating the CI. requires a detailed knowledge of I he distribution of lhr vnlnes of the
cmittanre in an ensemble of machines. It is well known that the mean square amplitude of the
normalized orbit due to random errors with gaussian distributions should have an exponential
distribution function.' Since, as noted in Section 2, the equations for the closed orbit lire similar
to those of the dispersion function and the betatron coupling the same result applies to the
amplitudes of W («) and lOiMI* Hut. <he wrticnl emilland' in piplal to 1 lie average i>f these
functions in the bending magnets, find thus, we will consider the i.fTect of averaging >{ [n) nnd
|Q±(.?)| over i in (lie next sections.
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4.1

Emittance

due to Vrrtical

Dispersion

The actual distribution function for tin- value* of the vertical emittnnre due to random
errors is a very complicated function. Thus, we will derive an approximate form that can be
integrated to solve for the location of the »55f CI. We will do tbifc by solving for the moments
of the distribution of emit tuners. The vertical emittanre due to diversion is given hy E<i (2).
Assuming identical bending ningiiels and expressing I hi;, in complex not at ion. we find
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where <r, is the ritis relative energy spread™ F is the driving term for the dispersion fuin-iion:
F = C - fi'ij/-4 2K\&i} + I\-jyt) + •••. mid the bur denotes tin average around the ring
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fig. 1. Second, third. Ami fourth normalized moments of the distribution for < from
dispersion due lo random errors versus the frnctJQii.il lutic; the second moment is the
largest Htnl the fourth moment is the smallest. The points arc tht' results of simulations.
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Now, we solve for the moments of E<|. (fl) assuming that the random errors F haw gnussian
distributions. This J-JOMF
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where ;t is the expefttnl vnln^ a f t he emit Inner* due lo the dispr-sinu. The first three moments
were calculated from Et|. (ft), while tin' fourth moment w.is lit to ii.nr. from simulations. These
are shown in Fig. 1 when* the serond, third, ami fonrlli moment"., normalized l«y I I ! / I " , an*
plotted.
Notice that the moments only depend niton the lirsi moment ;i .v«d tin- fractional vertical
tune. When the verticnl tune is close to nil integer, the moment)) have the form ;t„ = »'/>".
These are the nioniciiis of an exponential distribution .is noted in Kef. 7. As the fractional
mn«* incri-asos, die moments decrease, implying th.it the prnl.ability of large eniittntice values is
decreased.
We could nllcmpt to eonsinirt it distribution directly rrom thuse moments, hut, instead.
ivi- simply nolice that, these moments are elosi.' t« those of n modified \-squared distribution
where the number of decrees of freedom is n fund ion nrsin' 'ffi' , III particular, the distribution
density ran be itppioximMt-d l,
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where ft is the expected value of the omittance and n is the number «f th-greis of fn-edom which
depends tipon sin* iri'j,;
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Fig. 2, Events versus i due to the vertical dispersion in the NDll lattice. Histograms
are calculated from 1000 simulations of random vertical si:xlo)>i>)'.' iiiisalifp»npnt.s with
ring tunes of: (a) % = ,1.07. (It) c = 9.275, and (c) v = 3.4.1; I In; curves are calculated
from Eq. (H).
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Fig. 3. 95% confidence level for < due to dispersion versus the fractional tune, the
dashed line is the result after correction - see. Hef. 2.
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With these definitions, this distribution has the same first and second momenta as tin* value
oTthe vertical emiltance, Rq. (10) Furthermore, when the tune ia integral, Eq. (11) is correctly
equal to the density of un rxi>uin-n(ial distribution, and. when the fractional tune incien-ics to
0.5, the relative error of the third and fourth moments of Eq. (13) is less than 2% and R9E,
respectively.
These distributions are illnstratrd in Fig. 2 whew the distribution i^nwity of ihe vertical
cniittanee, arising from random errors, has been plotted for three different tunes. All of tin
histograms arc generated from 1000 simulations of 150 nm vertical jerxtupole misalignments in
the Stanford Linear Collider North Damping Ring (NDH) while (lie curves are calculated from
Ft). (11). In Fig. 2(a). the turn- is i'„ ~ 3 07. while in Fign. 2(h) and 2(e) the tunes are v « I* 2~T>
and i\ ~ 3.43. One ran see that then- is fairly good agreruieut between the simulations und the
1
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approximation.
At 1 his point, «•' can calculate the local ict> or the dh% C-L for tie* distributions. This found
by integrating (he distribution density
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where /i'i, is the location of the *)">'/i ("X in units of ihr pxpech-d vertical emillimre, The
results Are plotted in Fig. '.I as a. function of Llie fractional vertical time Ai»,. The solid nirve is
calculated from F.ti. (11), while the simulation results are plotted as crosses. One can see thai
there is very dose agreement between the simulation and the approximation results.
Finally, it th important to note tlie fnlloivinR: first, the curves fur / C L arc universal. The
only dependence romes from the fractional vertical time The value i>f/ci, is independent of the
type of errors, the lattice type, and llie ink-gra] portion of the lutie, The data in Fig. 3 lias been
compared with simulations run on the Al.S
a Triple Bend Achromal lattice with an integral
luue of 8. and n fnture damping ring der-ign: a FODO lattice with an integral tune of 11. In
both cases, excellent agreement was found with the curve in Fig. ',].
Second, our calculations have assumed that the errors are random with gaussian distribu
tions. A more realistic error distribution is a Knussinn distribution where the tails are cutoff at
±2n; it is doubtful thai large alignment errors, values (hat are many rr, would go undetected.
This will reduce f<-\, even further, making Fig, 3 a conservative estimate of/ci,
And lastly, notice that there are two advantages of increasing the fractional lime towards
a hatf-iirtefier. the expected v;tLn? of the eniillimce decreases, nmf the probability of large devi
ations above, this expected value also decreases.

4-2

Iiinittance due to Betatron

Coupling

Now, we can use the results of the previoiia section to calculate the distribution of the value
of the vertical omittance arising from betatron coupling. Ignoring the cross term in Eq. (•)),
the emiltAnce is the sum the two truantities JQil , As noted earlier, these two values have the
same form ns 7*,, and thus they should each hnve approximate distributions given hy Eq. (11).
Furthermore, if |Q+P and |Q_P are mutually independent, then the distribution of their sum
is just the convolution of the two individual distributions.
Since we have assumed that the errors have g.iussian distributions, Q+ and Q- will be
independent if ""
1
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Both of these conditions will be (approximately) satisfied if there are many errors in a betatron
period, /V yp I/J. , and if the tunes are large, >> ^> l; this is typical of! ig.li tune (low emittance)
" gS.
Convolving the two individual dislribiiliorps for IQ+I and ]C>-|-', **'•' find an approximate
distribution for the value of the vertical eiuilt.iuce:
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and (t± are llie expected values of the competitions from the sum and difference resonances
Altlimigli the integral in K<i. (I >) call be estpri-sseil in terms of the degenerate hypergeometric
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Fig. 4. Events versus < due to the linear coupling to the NDR lattice. Histograms
a n calculated from 1000 simulations of random vertical sextupole misalignments for
tunes of; (a) Ai> = 0.3$ and AP_ = 0.10, and (b) Af+. = 0.35 and Ac_ = 0.50;
curves arc calculated from Eq. (15).
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Fig. 5. 95% confidence level for i due to betatron coupling versus the distance from
the difference coupling resonance far Af = .35; the dashed line is the result after
correction - see Rcf. 2.
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function, sometimes called Kutimier's function, there is no simple evaluation and is thus left as
is.
The distribution of the omittances is illustrated in ¥\g. 4 where the distribution density is
plotted for two sets of tunes. In Kig. 4(a) the tunes nre v = 8,37f> and i\ = 3.27ft so thai
Av = 0,35 and Ai'_ = 0.10, while in Fig 1(b) the tunes are i' s S.-1'JO and f„ = '2.825 so
thai At/+ = 0.35 nnd AJ/_ = 0.50. As bcfo-i- the histograms are found from IOOOMIIIIIIUUMIH of
random wxtupolu errors and LIIP rurves an; cakulniod from Eq. (15). Again, tlnTi' is vi-ry good
agreement bfLwcen the simulations and the approximation.
Now, we can calculate the locution of the 95% CI. which, in the cose of tin betatron coupling,
r
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is a function Of both Ae+ and A c . . This is illustrated in FIR. 5 where fci. is plotted as a function
of A c , Tor A f = 0.35. The crosses at* the results ofsiinulalioiis and tin- solid line is calculated
from Eq. (15). One can see tliat there is very goud agreement between the simulated results and
the approximation when Af_ is small, but there is a significant discrepancy as A P _ increases.
In particular, as Ae_ increases toward tfic half-integer, (he vnl*w of fi-\. tippr-acs todeperw" upon
the horizontal anil vertical tLULUS iti addition to At'*, and Ai>_. for example, when the tunes are
v = 8.575 and i'„ = 3.075 (Af+ = 0.35 and At'- = 0 50). / , i . <-<]Uals 2.05. In control, when
the tunes arc v = 8,4"25 and v = 'J.TO5 ( A e = 0.35 ami Ai/. = O.MJ), / , equals l.?tj. Thus,
there is a substantial difference in fc\, even through Af± are itic same in the two cases. This
difference could be explained by the cross term in R<] (4) which depends upon sin2si/j- along
with sinirAj/^.
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4-3 Tolerancts
Finally, one can use the results oriliiu section to calculate tolerances, We haw found that
the 95% CL occurs at a value bet wren roughly two and three times the expected emittaucc. To
calculate alignment tolerances with a $$>% CL, we simply solve for tolerances that yield expected
values that are a factor fcL smaller than the design valine.
Actually, the factors / c i . were calculated for the dispersive contribution and coupling con
tribution individually. Strictly, to calculate the feu for the sum of the two contributions requires
convolving both distributions. Fortunately, one usually finds that either the dispersive or the
coupling contribution dominates and thus the separate, values fct, can Ue used accurately. How
ever, if both contributions are of equal trifigritdidc, thin method «'ill result in lok'M/icw that arc
slightly too severe.

5.0

Summary

In this paper, we have discussed the dominant low current contributions to the vertical
emittance in e / e ~ storage rings, namely, the vertical dispersion and the l«»(airon coupling.
The verticnl dispersion and tlie bet.iiron coupling (ire generated by both inrtgm-C alignment
errors and a non-zero baani trajectory; we have only consiilered the elTert of random alignincnt
errors.
We have calculated alignment tolerances to limit the vertical omittance from the vertical
dispersion and the betatron coupling In particular, we have calculated approximate distribution
functions fop the values of the euiitlaucc in u;i ci. euibk- of machines. From these distributions,
we found tolerances that limit liic vertical omittance with a 95% confidence level, in general,
these are a factor of y/2 to >/5 more severe I linn tolerances simply calculated from the expected
values of the omittance and beam size.
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